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Dc comics villains list with pictures

DC Comics has been one of the leading actors in the comic book industry for decades, and they are responsible for giving the world some of the greatest superheroes in history. Superman, Batman and Wonder Woman are just some of the many heroes under the DC banner, and as such, they used these timeless characters in some of
the best stories in history. Of course, the hero is as big as his villain, and DC Comics also boasts a list of incredible villains. The villains who all participate in the DC Universe fought and tried to take control. Whether the character is from here or from the cosmos, they've all stood aside with the best dc comics has to offer. Today, we're
going to pass and rank the best villains in DC history! 15 Gorilla Grodd Is A Tough Match For The Flash via syfy.com Just taking a look at Gorilla Grodd lets people know that they're going to be in a massive physical challenge, which is more is that Gorilla Grodd also happens to be insanily intelligent, too. He is known for facing the Flash,
although other DC heroes have felt his power. 14 General Zod is a Kryptonian with power and intelligence via fandom.com Superman is incredibly powerful, so in order to give him a formidable challenge, it is important to equate him with someone from his home planet of Krypton. General Zod knows a thing or two about facing Kal-El, and
over time, he became one of the best villains in the DC universe. 13 Terminator was the basis for Deadpool via chicagotribune.com When you're a character who inspired one of Marvel's most popular guys, then you're doing something right. Slade Wilson, better known as Terminator, has been a great addition to the DC Universe. He was
the basis for Deadpool, who is now one of Marvel's greatest characters. 12 Ra's Al Ghul is one of Batman's most notorious enemies via syfy.com Batman has a ton of villains who are all looking to take over Gotham, which means he always needs to be ready. Ra's Al Ghul is one of his greatest enemies, and he has a healthy respect for
Batman and what he brings to the table. He also had some encounters with the Lazarus Well. 11 Reverse Flash is more than just a villain imitator via dccomics.com Many villains who are essentially carbon copies of their heroes usually take a lot of flack from fans, but Reverse Flash is different. He offers the Flash a tough competition,
and as an antagonist, he's someone who can take center stage in a story and steal the hero's show. 10 Bane took Out Batman Before via boundingintocomics.com Bane is a villain who is as physically imposing as it sounds. He also possesses an impressive intellect, making it a true test for Batman. There have been several iterations of
the character on the big screen, with Tom Hardy's opinion of the character in The Dark Knight Resappears to be the best. 9th Two faces has one of the best stories All Of Comics via syfy.com The story of Two Faces is one of the most unique in all comics, and over the years, he has become one of the best villains around. He has a lot of
intelligence and a sinister side that saw him carry out some mind-blowing plans. He's a worthy challenge for Batman. 8 Anti-Monitor is just around for the biggest events via dccomics.com If the Anti-Monitor is involved in something, then it must be a massive event that DC had planned some time ago. Of course, he is best known for
appearing in Crisis, but he also appeared in Metal. It takes all the strength of the DC universe to take down this enemy. 7 Brainiac Is Perhaps the smartest being in the DC universe via cbr.com Fighting strong opponents is hard enough, but facing someone who has an unprecedented level of intelligence is even harder. Brainiac is not a
character who often appears in the comics, and that's because he's always planning his attack to a degree that other villains just can't. 6 Doomsday took superman before via fightersgeneratiobn.com The fact that the Doomsday actually took superman in a fight tells us everything we need to know about the character's strength. There is
not a shred of intelligence to be found here, but this character is virtually unbeatable and made a great debut in the old days. 5 Black Adam Is A Magic-User And Ruler via dccomics.com Knowing that Black Adam is coming to DCEU is an exciting prospect for fans, as this character has been a popular villain for years. He is the ruler of his
own pocket of the planet, and his ability to use magic is truly amazing. Let's hope Dwayne Johnson does this character justice. 4 Sinestro Gives the Green Lantern Corps some serious problems via dccomics.com The Green Lantern Corps is considered one of the most powerful groups in the universe, but even they have difficulty keeping
Sinestro at bay. The leader of the Yellow Lantern Corps is as tough as it is intelligent, and he has made waves over the years thanks to having a ton of memorable fights. 3 Darkseid Is The Ultimate Evil At DC via dccomics.com If people think Thanos is tough, then they clearly need to drop their Marvel books and pick up something with
Darkseid in it. He's the ultimate force in the DC Universe in so many ways, and when he's involved in something, you'd better believe it's worth reading. 2 Lex Luthor is Superman's greatest enemy via looper.com Lex Luthor is known as Superman's most popular enemy, and there was no way he was going to be lower on this list. Lex and
Superman have been duking it out for years, with each of them giving way to incredible moments in the comics. Lex even did some heroic acts. 1 Joker is the greatest villain in the history of C0mics via syfy.com There was no other way to do this. The Joker is the greatest villain of all comics and is not even close. Everything from your
physical appearance Memorable stories helped make him a legend. In addition, his standalone film was able to gross more than $1 billion at the box office. Next up: 15 DC Comics characters who are expected to have their own movie In the next 10 beloved redheaded actresses and their biggest related roles so far about author Tony
Spence (151 published articles) More than Tony Spence Travel Movies Movies Other Sign in DC May be home to some of the world's most iconic superheroes, including Superman , Batman and Wonder Woman - but in recent years , are their deadly villains who ruled the day. Some, like the ever popular Clown Prince of Crime, the Joker,
have become main characters in their own comic rights and even movies. With that in our minds, we're counting dc's greatest villains of all time - and yes, the Joker makes the list, but who else?10. Anti-Monitor (Image credit: DC Comics)The Anti-Monitor is not a 'villain' in the traditional sense. He is simply a force of absolute destruction,
driven by his own nature to destroy everything in his path, up to and including reality itself. Although the Anti-Monitor has not appeared often, its arrival heralds something much more nocturnal than a simple global threat, as the Anti-Monitor signals the arrival of a crisis between realities, a crucible of metaphysical proportions of which
survival is, at best, an uncertain outcome. The Anti-Monitor debuted as the collapsing villain of the reality of Crisis on Infinite Earths, destroying everyone except a DC Multiverse world - and this connection between the Anti-Monitor, the destruction of the Multiverse and the concept of 'Crisis' still resonate today in DC's current event series,
Dark Nights: Death Metal.9. Captain Cold (Image Credit: DC Comics)The leader of the Flash Rogues may not be the cruelest of scarlet Sprinter's enemies, but he is symbolic of an entire contingent of DC villains. The last opportunist of all men, Captain Cold is one with a code of honor, one that earned him the respect of many of his fellow
villains, as well as a position at the top of the hierarchy of street thugs. Fans will recognize Len Snart from the CW Flash, where he held a similar villainous role with a heart of gold, even in the spin-off of DC's Legends of Tomorrow. But in the comics, Captain Cold never left true villainy, despite brushes with heroism and even a brief stint
in the Justice League before 'Rebirth' - although he is once again the leader of the Rogues.8. Deathstroke (Image Credit: DC Comics)The Terminator has always crossed the line between hero and villain, even teaming up with his arch-enemies, the Young Titans, for a time in the former DCU. Although he occasionally landed on the side of
the angels, one thing continues to separate the Terminator from being an outside and out hero: his killer instinct. Terminator is the ultimate killer of a master murderer without remorse and without hesitation. He has also been an important man in recent years, his own title - and getting closer and closer to being a true anti-hero rather than
a selfish criminal. But despite often battling some kind of greater evil, The Terminator remains a cold-blooded killer, capable of killing and exploiting anyone and everyone in his path. Reverse Flash (Image Credit: DC Comics)Eobard Thawne is, in almost every way, exactly the opposite of his pure-hearted enemy Barry Allen. Cruel and
determined, Thawne's goal is nothing less than the total erasure of the Flash and to see the DC Universe timeline remade in its image. Thawne is well known for killing Barry Allen's mother (and incriminating his father for the crime) - a story that became the setting for translating Flash into other media several times, and which led to the
reboot of 'New 52' of DC's continuity in Flashpoint.It also inspired a legacy villain that could be even worse in Hunter Zolomon (also known as Zoom) , an evil sprinter of the future with a murderous vein who challenged Barry Allen's protégé, Wally West. Brainiac (Image Credit: DC Comics)It would be easy to write Brainiac as the ultimate
expression of brains against Superman's strength, but the real nature of their rivalry is much more sinister. Brainiac may be possessed of unparalleled intelligence, but what he really represents for Superman - and for the DC Universe in general - is a total lack of compassion. Strange to the point of being completely inhuman, calculating to
the point of pure cruelty, Brainiac is not careful with any living being in his quest for ultimate knowledge. Brainiac set the stage for a major re-release of the DC Justice League titles a few years ago, organizing a group of heroes and villains to fight an epic cosmic threat in the limited series No Justice - before dropping dead and leaving his
team unprepared to fight ahead in the first edition of the series. It was later rebuilt by Lex Luthor's Legion of Doom, working alongside them for their own leadership purposes until the current Dark Nights: Death Metal event. Ra's al Ghul (Image Credit: DC Comics)There are other villains who can fit better into the role of the Batman-themed
opposite, but it is Ra's al Ghul who is the true equal of the Hooded Crusader. Immortal, ancient and cunning, Ra is the leader of the League of Assassins, and a manipulator of the highest caliber. Although Ra dealt more often with Batman, both in manipulating Batman to provide DNA to his daughter Talia's cloned son Damian and in an
attempt to destroy Gotham, he also proved to be a threat to the entire world. Still, Ra is not above aligning himself with heroes when they align themselves with their own goals, such as when he joined Batman to rescue Damian from Apokolips.4. Sinestro(Image Credit: DC Comics)On the blackest day, in brighter night, watch out for your
fears turned into light! Sinestro is a of the highest order, abusing his power as Green Lantern to enslave his home world of Korugar even before falling from the Body of the Green Lantern in disgrace. Disgrace. the power of fear through his ring of yellow power, Sinestro returned to the Green Lanterns from time to time, but always returns
to his own Sinestro Corps, a conglomerate of beings dedicated to spreading terror and ruin throughout the universe. He also joined Lex Luthor's new Legion of Doomsday, appearing in Justice League at the head of the current dark nights: Death Metal series. Darkseid (Image credit: DC Comics)Darkseid is perhaps the ultimate expression
of DC's evil. Obsessed with his quest for the Anti-Life Equation, the mad god and lord of Apokolips possesses power beyond measure, and a contempt for all he sees as beneath his strength. In the decades since Jack Kirby created him, Darkseid has adjusted numerous times against his enemies in New Genesis, and has come face to
face with Superman several times. At the beginning of the New 52, Darkseid single-handedly fought with the entire Justice League to a standoff. Darkseid was also the main villain of Dark War, which closed the book on the 'New 52'. He remains one of DC's most iconic villains, with his profile only growing in recent years - including an
appearance in Zack Snyder's court of Justice League. Joker(Image Credit: DC Comics)Madness. Chaos. Chaos. These are the facets of the Joker's fractured personality. Although some of Batman's enemies grew up in their most recent and deadly incarnations of somewhat foolish origins, the Joker has always been a murderous agent of
anarchy. Considered Batman's greatest enemy and opposite number, Joker also challenged the entire DC Universe alone, both by taking the power of Mxyzptlk, and more recently apparently dying alongside Batman – before both seemingly return. But it's not his occasional forays into global villainy that make The Joker one of the most
feared and effective villains in comics. It is his willingness to go further, to attack deeper, and to succumb to absolute evil more than any other mortal in the DC Universe.The Clown Prince of Crime was a key member of Lex Luthor's new Legion of Doom in Justice League, and often stars in his own limited series - sometimes with several
Joker-centric titles going at the same time. If you're looking for a way to start reading the Joker comics, here are the best Joker stories of all time.1. Lex Luthor (Image credit: DC Comics)And so we get to the top of the list. Honestly, who else could have filled this vacancy beyond the de facto leader and occasional organizer of dc's villains,
Superman's greatest rival, Lex Luthor? Whether he's occupying the role of a ruthless politician and corrupt businessman, an annoyingly untouchable mad scientist, or a mega-powerful threat, Luthor possesses a trust and an intellect rivaled by none. But Luthor's greatest strength is also his greatest weakness: his absolute and absolute
selfishness. Where a noble man would use Luthor's gifts to improve humanity, uses your goods to benefit all the time, just just the world in doing so aligns with your personal goals. At the end of 'New 52', Luthor teamed up with the Justice League after leading a team of supervillains in defeating the Crime Syndicate. He also temporarily
absorbed Darkseid's powers – and apparently has a taste for that level of strength. In the early Renaissance of DC, Luthor was operating as a hero alongside Superman in Metropolis. All this came to an end, however, when Luthor founded a comic version of the Legion of Doomsday to challenge the Justice League - eventually
threatening all reality itself, and setting the stage for the current event of the limited series Dark Nights: Death Metal. Event.
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